
3 on 6™ Patient Process 

Consultation 

At the consultation you will get a CBCT scan and meet with a doctor who will determine if you 
are a candidate for the procedure. Our financial coordinator will then go over the pricing and 
financing options with you. You will have the opportunity to ask any questions at this time. 

Start Up Appointment (1 week later, 1 hour) 

At the start up appointment assistants will take time to get intraoral scans, pictures, x-rays and 
impressions of your mouth. This information will be used to create a plan for your procedure 
as well as a surgical guide and new teeth that fit your mouth. You will receive pre-operative 
instructions in preparation for your procedure. 

Surgery (4 weeks later, 6+ hours) 

At the surgery you will be sedated and monitored by our anesthesia team and the doctor will 
remove any remaining teeth, place the dental implants and the temporary teeth. You will 
wake up with a new smile! We will prescribe some medication for healing and send you 
home with your caretaker. You will receive post-operative instructions to follow for the next 
few months while your implants heal. 

Post Operative Appointment (1-7 days later, 1 hour) 

At the post-op visit we will monitor your healing and adjust your bite as necessary. We can 
also go over any additional questions at this time. 

New Temps/Finals Scan (3 months later, 2-3 hours) 

At this visit we will remove your current temporary teeth (temps), scan your healed gums and 
implants, place your temps back on and send the case to the lab to create a custom set of 
temporary teeth for you. It isn’t uncommon to need a couple of sets of temps before going to 
the final set of zirconia. 

Seat New Temps/Finals (4 weeks later, 1-2 hours) 

At this visit we will remove your temps and replace them with the custom temps or finals 
made by the lab. We will make adjustments as needed and if your finals are placed we’ll take 
a scan for a night guard to be made and picked up in 3 weeks. 

Please call our office at any time during the process for questions or concerns. 


